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     2033 is becoming a quite unsettling year. In their very first 

session, the Future Security Council (FSC) was forced to re-

spond to a worldwide food shortage. A wheat blight that started 

in Ukraine quickly spread all over Europe and resulted in thou-

sands of people starving as well as igniting protests against the 

nation of Ukraine along with their neighboring countries. 

     In response to the crisis, the nations of India, Brazil, and 

Australia joined together in an alliance, calling themselves the 

“Committee of Nine.” Now joined by almost every nation pre-

sent in the FSC, they worked quickly to find a solution. Leading 

the charge was the delegate of Cuba, who suggested a policy of 

containment. Under his plan, affected nations were recommend-

ed to dispose of the infected wheat using “disposable” methods. 

This procedure would be overseen by UN Peacekeepers. Addi-

tionally, exhaustive research would be conducted, looking into 

alternative crops like olives and corn as well as the disease it-

self. 

     The plan was debated and passed as a directive but it has 

since proved ineffective. It was discovered that one unknown 

nation used a pesticide known as “Herbicide X” which was ulti-

mately the cause of the wheat blight. “Herbicide X” is airborne 

and has covered all of Europe and Asia. 

     For now, the FSC is busy combatting the effects of 

“Herbicide X” as well as debating the worrying effects of over-

production in the future. 
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by Tom Jacobs and Ashwin Murali 

 

     Following in the footsteps of education’s greatest reformer Michelle Obama, both the Eco-

nomic and Social Council (ECOSOC), and Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) Forum 

have been hard at work passing resolutions to expand Universal Primary Education.  

     One of the most talked about resolutions was one championed by the delegations of China, 

Belarus, Belgium, United Kingdom, Russia, Indonesia, France, Ethiopia and Lebanon. Each 

nation acknowledged the need for education, but there were a few caveats to passing such a res-

olution that slowed the process down. Obstacles including policies for bypassing possibly cor-

rupt governments, acquisition of NGO funding, and ensuring proper use of resources within 

each assisted country were hot on the floor. 

     Cooperation between ECOSOC and NGO Forum has also been decidedly “terrific”. 

     “It’s always thrilling when people will just throw money at you and solve all your problems” 

remarked the Delegation of China. “It’s a give and take relationship, we look to them for fund-

ing, and they find countries aptly suited to their goals.” 

     Overall, the cooperative efforts of both the NGOs and the delegations in ECOSOC have 

proved effective and as a result, progress has been made. 

Cross Committee Cooperation at its Finest 

A War of Roses 

The ODUMUN Committee Chairs are taking 

up arms against each other with roses as their 

weapons in a friendly competition for none 

other than the attention and generosity of their 

beloved delegates.  What appears to have start-

ed off as a light-hearted joke has evolved into 

a legitimate contest over who can obtain the 

most of the artificial roses, testaments of the 

delegates’ devotion to their Chairs – or per-

haps the opportunity to see their Chair to get 

pied in the face.  

            The contest is set to last until the con-

ference’s Saturday Night Dance, whereupon 

the final tallies will be revealed. Until then, 

delegates are encouraged to pad their Chair’s 

stockpiles of roses as much as possible. Roses 

may be purchased at the sales table on the 

third floor, near the General Assembly Com-

mittees. Prices range from 1 rose for $1, 6 for 

$5, and one dozen for $10.  

     The roses, originally intended as the Valen-

tine-themed item for ODUMUNC36, may also 

be purchased for others besides the Chairs, 

though delegates may also choose to dedicate 

their purchase to their Chair for scoring pur-

poses. 

By Ari Agunod 
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Candy! $1 

Backpacks $15 

Flash drives $7 

Padfolios $15 

Peace bracelets $1 

Pens (boxed or soft cas-
es) 

$3 

Pens (click or twist 
pens) 

$1 

Roses!!! 1/$1, 6/$5, or 12/$10 

Travel mugs $8 

T-shirts $12 

UN Charters $2 

Souvenirs, sugary refreshments, supplies, and your valentines 

buy before
 they’re go

ne! 

Sales located: 

3rd floor  

( just outside GA 

committees) 
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Lost your 

name tag? 
You can get a 

new one for 

$2 

 
 

Note:  

If you have lost, 

damaged,  

broken, or  

stolen your  

delegate  

placard, 

you  will be 

charged  

$25 

 
On-The-Floor Reporting 

 Did something so interesting 

    happen that a mere quotation           

    can’t quite describe it?  

 Write about it  (200-500 

words) and we may feature it 

in the next issue! 

 
Submit your articles to the IPC 

staff in the Wilton Room, Fourth 

Floor. 
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Human Rights Council 

     During the Human Rights Council debate, delegates sought to find 

a solution to the conflict surrounding accusations of torture by the 

United States at Guantanamo Bay. Delegates actively participated in 

developing solutions for the controversy, ranging from closing Guan-

tanamo Bay indefinitely and encouraging strict human rights laws 

with oversight by the UN.  

 

 

Special Political (SPECPOL) 

     SPECPOL launched straight into the topic of Peaceful Use of Out-

er space. Just short of a consensus, Delegations began writing work-

ing papers at a frightening rate, leaving the Dais racing to catch up 

with them. However, little progress has been made and the working 

papers are still being debated. The Dais is eager and expecting many 

changes, mergers and friendly amendments on the papers. 

Committee Updates and Highlights 


